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May we introduce you to Equi.Linn

 
Sports underwear supports your body and lingerie 
makes you look good. But up to now there is no brand 
which has succeeded in combining sports underwear 
with the style of lingerie.  
After three years of  development together with a  
designer, sporters and fashion experts we have  
succeeded! We can honestly say that Sports underwear 
has become sports lingerie. Sports lingerie which  
maintains the female shapes, but supports the body 
during exercise.  Equi.Linn is designed for the modern 
woman who wants to look good every moment of the 
day, also while doing a sport or exercising. 

Equi.Linn is the sports underwear brand that combines 
comfort and support with style, innovation and quality.

Sports underwear has become sports lingerie. 

Let yourself shine - whatever you are doing! 

Bart van Nuland              Judith Anssems Janssen 
Creator Equi.Linn           Director JRS and  
              International Eventingrider 
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Equi.Linn by Marjolein van der Spoel 
MODECONtainer:

It has been a real challenge to design 
sports lingerie. The equestrian sport was 
a totally new field for me as a designer; 
this attracted my interest and made me 
curious. Due to the intense cooperation 
with the equestrian experts, we were 
able to combine our knowledge. All our 
ideas and samples were tested directly 
by various riders, perfect! Research and 
testing with quick responses enabled me 
to adjust the designs to the needs of the 
riders. Designs totally focused on their 
needs!
The basic concept has survived: sports 
underwear has become sports lingerie. 
The feeling of comfort and support as the 
fundament but with a more fashionable 
use of colors, shapes and materials. This 
combination of comfort, support and 
design is new in the market, and I’m sure 
there is a great demand for this. The result 
is exactly what I expected it to be, not only 
suitable for equestrian sports, but for all 
women who exercise and want to look 
good.

06:15
rise & shine

Equi.Linn Lingerie is designed for the modern 
woman who wants to look good every 
moment of the day; at the office, whilst 
shopping, at parties etc., not just when horse
riding, playing tennis, running or doing any 
other kind of sport.  
Instead of flattening the breasts against the 
body, the Equi.Linn bra creates a perfect 
cleavage and keeps the breasts in shape  
the whole day in every situation.
Equi.Linn Lingerie is comfortable and 
feminine!

Equi.Linn Lingerie is designed for the modern 

shopping, at parties etc., not just when horse
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Equi.Linn according to Ruud van Kuijk

As a sports physical therapist I often 
treat female patients who practise a 
variety of sports. A subject which is 
often under-emphasized, but which 
is important especially for neck and 
shoulder complaints, is the use of a 
sports bra. Through one of my clients 
I came into contact with Equi.Linn.  
I cannot judge the comfort or fitting  
since I’m not a woman. What I can  
judge is the support. Good support is  
very important but the shoulder straps 
should never cut into or press on the 
shoulder and neck muscles. If this  
happens these muscles can become 
cramp and sore, this can result in neck 
and shoulder pain and sometimes even  
headaches.  

I have seen that on the Equi.Linn bra  
the shoulder straps are wide, and  
individually adjustable in length. In  
addition to that the racer back closing 
assures good steering of the neck and 
shoulder muscles. Due to the way the 
shoulder straps follow the muscles, the 
posture is corrected and therefore neck 
and shoulder complaints will occur  
less frequently.  
 
To conclude: the Equi.Linn bra is to be 
recommended for the sportive woman 
who expects more than only comfort 
and support whilst exercising, but also  
for the woman who wants to look  
feminine and good!

Ruud van Kuijk, Sport Pysiotherapist

06:30
GETTING READY

07.00
jOGGING

07:45
BREAKFAST

08:00
at the OFFICE 

Comfort

Anytime

The innovative shape recovery
wire specially used by Equi.Linn for
the sports bra makes it possible to
maintain the female shapes safely
and comfortably. The wire can be
bent in any possible way but always
returns to its original shape ensuring 
comfort from early morning to late 
at night.



12:00
lunch

Equi.Linn for Ilonka Kluytmans

Why a new sports bra? There are plenty right? Quickly I found
out why. Equi.Linn is a unique concept; not sports underwear
but sports lingerie. Not a bra which compresses breasts, but
finally a comfortable, perfect fitting bra. Next to giving optimal
support, it also maintains the female shapes therefore I can
also wear it when I’m not exercising. Before I go riding, I simply
adjust the shoulder straps to a racer back; it only takes a second.
The Equi.Linn panties are soft, breathable, seamless and 
invisible underneath my breeches. Skin irritation due to saddle 
pain is history! 

Ilonka Kluytmans, Eventing Amazone, and Testrider for Equi.Linn

17:30
after work
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Equi.Linn with Marlies van Baalen 

Next to horse riding, which I do most of the day,
I like running. Most of my days are packed with
sport therefore a sports bra is a necessity for
me. The support due to the smart details of the
Equi.Linn bra brings comfort whilst exercising.
The wide, padded shoulder straps can be 
transformed to racer back.  
The strong “Power- Mesh” at the sides, the  
wide elastic band under the cups and the wide  
adjustable 3-hooks fastening in combination 
with the nice material, padded cups and  
fashionable violet ice colour make Equi.Linn a 
unique product.  
I also use Equi.Linn lingerie during chique occasions 
as well as during dressage competitions.  
Dressage is also show, radiation and performance! 
Therefore a well chosen sports bra or to be more 
accurate sports lingerie, is part of the game.
Equi.Linn ensures good appearance, good
comfort and good support in many different
situations.

Marlies van Baalen, Dutch Dressage Rider

20:00
evening sports

Everywhere Support
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Equi.Linn and Mariëlle Bastiaansen 

“looking good” runs as a life line through my
career and all my activities. I think this is a
principle that applies to every woman in every
situation. Luckily most woman pay a lot of 
attention at “looking good” in various situations
like parties and work, but today also during
their sporting activities. Equi.Linn is an 
enrichment for this; the lingerie gives support 
and shape, but it also looks feminine and chique.
In addition to the design and support, the bra
creates a perfect cleavage and keeps the 
breasts in shape, so really “Looking good”! 

Mariëlle Bastiaansen, Presentator Looking Good

Bra
model Athens (l), model Amsterdam (r)

two different cup shapes for optimal fitting
extra strong and breathable “Power-Mesh” wings

breathable “Power-Mesh” in between cups
extra wide band for support

extra wide and padded shoulder straps
pre-shaped cups

breathable cup padding
Wires that recover their shape due to the special memory wire 

Slip
model Hipster (l+r)

invisible thanks to the thin an fine fabric and violet ice colour
glued fabric layer in crotch
free of stitching and seams

highly breathable

Bra
models Athens and Amsterdam

adjustable shoulder straps
breathable “Power-Mesh” wings

bra can be worn as normal (right) and as racerback (left)

Slip
model Hipster (l+r) model Thong (below left)

invisible thanks to the thin, fine fabric and violet ice colour
glued fabric layer in crotch
free of stitching and seams

highly breathable

Body Top
model Body (below)

extra breathable and stretchy fabric
long fitting

racerback cutting to hide the shoulder straps

Elegance



Everywhere 
Anytime
 Support 
Comfort
Elegance

www.equilinn.com


